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Dear Neighbors,
The Timber Cove Fire Protection District (TCFPD) established a Disaster Preparedness Task Force
whose purpose is to develop a plan to ready our community and first responders for a disaster. The
main components of our plan are: Operations, Communications, Sheltering, Training, as well as
Personal and Neighborhood Preparedness. While much has been accomplished, the plan is a
continuing work in progress. If you are interested in learning more about the Task Force efforts and
projects, visit the TCFPD website and check out the Disaster Preparedness section
www.timbercovefire.org. We invite you to be a part of what must be a serious community effort.
This basic Supplement was written to help you prepare for a natural disaster and addresses some of
the specific needs of those living on the remote Sonoma County coast. It is intended to go along
with a comprehensive disaster preparedness guide. If you don’t have one, please see the attached
“Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country - Your Handbook for the San Francisco Bay Region”
or “Living on Shaky Ground - How to Survive Earthquake and Tsunamis in Northern California”.
If you need additional copies of this packet of material, please let us know.
The Task Force owes a debt of thanks to Fred Leif for compiling this brochure. It should be
considered a work in progress. If you have suggestions for improvement, please let us know.
Sincerely,

Michael Singer
Chief TCFPD

TIMBER

COVE
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30800 SEAVIEW ROAD CAZADERO, CA 95421 PHONE (707) 847-3299 (707) 847-3279 FAX
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Risks ?
For those of us living in the Timber Cove Fire Protection District, we know that our community
is ‘right on top of’ the San Andreas Fault. From the south the fault comes ashore near the white
Fort Ross barn. It runs through the old Fort Ross Orchard. It crosses Timber Cove Road a
couple hundred yards or so below Seaview, and continues northwesterly through our entire
District. Given our location, it is certainly prudent to be aware of the dangers of a major
earthquake.

If we are prepared for ‘The Big One’, we are probably also prepared for other more frequent
disasters that may occur: fire, winter storms, transportation accidents, long term power and
telephone failures, as well as the other hazards that accompany our rural lifestyle. Further, if we
are prepared at home, we are more likely to be available and ready to help our neighbors.
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Finding Out What Happened
After an earthquake you’ll want to know: How big was it? Where did it hit? What’s happening?
For Regional / Statewide reports tune in a major AM Radio Station on your battery powered
radio. (Don’t forget, the radio in your car is a ‘battery powered radio’.)
KNBR
KCBS
KGO

680 AM
740 AM
810 AM

These AM stations’ antennas are very tall and many are located near San Francisco Bay. It is
possible that they may be damaged or their transmitters may have lost power. Be patient. If
signals are very weak, wait until after dark. If you can normally receive FM stations from San
Francisco, try to find one that is providing news updates. Many FM stations only broadcast
prerecorded materials (no one is there ‘live’ at the station). Our local FM Station in Gualala may
have more detailed information - KTDE 100.5 MHz.
Bay Area based regional AM stations won’t provide much detail about areas remote from their
major market - like Fort Ross /Timber Cove. But, if the Loma Prieta Earthquake experience is a
guide, periodically they will do ‘dumps’ of information regarding outlying communities.
Another useful source of information is to have a radio which can receive NOAA Weather
Service alerts. National Weather Radios (NWR) are available online and are carried by most
electronics stores (e.g. Radio Shack®).
The best local channel to receive NOAA is 162.400 MHz which serves the SF Bay Area and
Marin County, an alternate is 162.550 MHz which is located in Point Arena. Select the one
with the clearest signal. Major weather alerts, Tsunami alerts, and other local disaster
information bulletins are issued on NWR. Specific Alert Message Encoding (SAME) is a
helpful feature on these radios. An NWR with SAME can be plugged in and will be silent
except when an emergency message for the area you select is broadcast.

U

Buy a NOAA weather radio !

On Line information is available from USGS:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsus/

On Line information from the West Coast and Alaska Tsunami Warning Center:
http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/events/eventmap.php
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What to Do in an Earthquake
DUCK ! - get under a table, desk, or chair if you can
COVER ! - protect your head
HOLD ! - grab onto the table/chair leg and hold on until the shaking stops
Be Prepared for Aftershocks !

Let your neighbors and First Responders know you’re OK – tie a white towel, or
something white, where it can be easily seen from the nearest road ... at the end
of your driveway is even better. This is our local system indicating everyone is
OK and do not need assistance.

Disaster Supply Kit
Everyone should have at least one Disaster Supply Kit. It is best to have one for at home, one
in each vehicle, and at places where you spend significant amounts of time (work place, studio,
etc?)
Just about every preparedness guide describes what should be in one. The important thing is to
have one. Page 23 of the USGS ‘Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country’ provides a good
starting point. For a home kit, here on the coast, a kit should be planned with sufficient food and
water to support you, your family and pets for two weeks.
To get you started, some basic elements for your Home Disaster Supply Kit are:
Water – a gallon per person per day (plus enough for each of your pets)
First Aid Supplies and handbook
Emergency Lighting
AM/FM Radio - battery powered
Canned or packaged food (if canned, include a manual can opener)
Medications - prescription items as well as over the counter items.
Warm clothing, sturdy shoes, extra socks, blankets, – sleeping bag? tent?
Heavy Duty Plastic Bags
Work Gloves and Goggles
Copies of vital documents (suggestion: store critical files on CD, DVD or Flash Drive)
Snack Foods - Comfort Items - Extra glasses – Cash (small bills) – Whistle(s)
Pet Food & Restraints
Basic tools
U Make a Kit

U White Flag = all OK
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What to Expect
Will Phones Work ?
A significant Earthquake or other disaster will probably result in disruption of telephone
service, if not from physical damage, then from a surge in ‘calls’ due to handsets being
knocked off the hook. At that point, to protect itself, the system limits calls. It is likely
that electric power will also be disrupted.
Buy a traditional, wired telephone which doesn’t require electric power from PG&E to
function: it may work when your cordless phone won’t. Telephone systems shut down
and begin to ration dial tone to those instruments that are ‘off the hook’. So, it is
important to hang up telephones that were knocked off the hook during an earthquake. If
you do try to get a dial tone, the phone may be apparently dead, but over time you may
hear short periods of dial tone ... when that happens you could try to make your call.
Reserve the telephone for EMERGENCIES ONLY. Call one prearranged contact out of
the area, and ask that person to call family or work associates about your condition.
Pay Phones may work when regular residential phones do not
(there is one at the Fort Ross Store parking lot.)
(Cell phones depend on regular phone networks, so they are likely to be of limited use. If
you do get a dial tone, use it for EMERGENCIES ONLY.)

Where is the Fire Department, the Sheriff ?
Our volunteer fire fighters will be on the job as soon as they can, as will our local Sheriff,
Park Rangers, and other First Responders who happen to be in the area at the time.
As the TCFPD and other First Responders render aid and determine the status of our
community, they will advise the County as to our preliminary damage assessment, our
current resources, what we need in terms of support, and immediate medical evacuation
needs. Making requests doesn’t ensure that we’ll get outside support, but we do need to
provide that information to the County so that they can develop a full sense of our
damage and needs.
Our First Responders will be very busy. That’s why we need to be prepared at home to
be able to take care of ourselves after a major event. If we can take care of our homes and
neighbors, the Fire, and Public Safety Officers can focus on major impacts of the event.
The best we can do is take care of ourselves and our neighbors, and report urgent needs
to the Fire Department as accurately as possible so they can assess relative priorities.
Outside support will arrive eventually, but it may well take several days to a week or
more.
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Volunteers / Training
Normally our public safety agencies and our Volunteer Fire Department respond to day-to-day
emergencies. In a disaster, these organizations will be tasked to the limit. Organizing our
neighborhoods and neighbors can be of great benefit.
•

TCFPD sponsors Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training
locally. The class is usually about 8 2½ hour sessions long. Watch the ICO and
Coastal Hills Community Project Email list for opportunities to enroll.

•

It would be helpful to obtain additional training and be ready to provide advanced
first aid to those in need.

•

Those interested in emergency communications are encouraged to consider
becoming licensed Amateur Radio Operators. Licensing classes and tests are
offered periodically in Timber Cove and Gualala. Those who are licensed are
encouraged to participate in the area emergency radio network – please see
Appendix 2.

•

The Timber Cove Fire Protection District recommends that all residents of the
district take a CPR course.

Neighborhood Preparedness
We expect that we will be independent of any outside help, for at least a week (perhaps longer)
following a major disaster. It may be longer before phone, electrical and/or water are restored.
Organizing now as a neighborhood will save precious time immediately after the disaster.
Experience shows that neighbors naturally come together to help each other after a disaster but
neighborhoods that are already organized will be prepared to act. They may save a life, reduce
the severity of an injury, or lessen property damage.
Neighborhood networks or PODS are being organized throughout the District. A Neighborhood
Network Coordinator will be contacting you soon. Neighbors can provide the following services:
•

First Aid

•

Communication Coordination

•

Child Care

•

Food Preparation

•

Pet Rescue

•

Moral Support
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Prepare Your Home for Disaster
Follow the home preparedness steps identified in “Putting Down Roots in Earthquake
Country”. Their preparedness recommendations begin on page 18. Following these
common sense preparedness steps now will help reduce your family’s risks of injury or
damage to your home.

Volunteer to help the Timber Cove Fire Protection District implement their disaster preparedness
plan.
Help your neighbors prepare, and participate in organizing your neighborhood.
Make sure your property address sign meets the Sonoma County Fire Code. The TCFPD Fire
Chief recommends that all residences conform to these requirements. A proper address sign will
help fire fighters and EMTs find your home in the event of an emergency.
To meet the fire code: your house address sign should be posted at the head of your driveway, be
perpendicular to the road, and have numbers which are visible from both directions of the road.
The numbers used must be reflective, at least 4" high, and placed upon a plate of contrasting
color.
The TCFPD Cadets are constructing signs as a fund-raising project. The Cadets are selling a
redwood post and arm, with the proper reflective numbers, and will install them for you for a
modest fee, (part of which is tax deductible). Please either erect a proper sign yourself, or
contact Chelsy Seymour (707 - 847 - 3721) if you with to buy one from the Cadets.
U

If you and your family are prepared with emergency plans and adequate supplies
for up to two weeks, you will be doing the community a great service. You may
even be in a position to help others if you don’t need help yourself.

U

Make sure you have a proper street address sign.
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Evacuation
There may be times when evacuation is the only option. Follow the directions of the public
safety personnel on the scene.
Making lists in advance of what you need to take with you and knowing where everything is will
save precious minutes. Some people even have a “go bag” already packed with critical items.
See Appendix 9, page 19 for sample fire evacuation lists.
Don’t forget to turn off the electricity, water, and propane before you leave. Shut all windows
and doors, pull the curtains or drapes.
Leave a message on the front door saying who evacuated, and where you are going, along with
the date and time. Preselected meeting / rendezvous sites are important. Discuss with your
family where you should meet if you can’t go home. (For example: 1st Fort Ross School, 2nd
Timber Cove Inn parking lot, 3rd Guerneville Safeway parking lot.)
U

Make a family plan now !

Shelters
There are three sites in the Timber Cove Fire Protection District that have been designated to
serve as very basic potential emergency shelters.
1. Fort Ross State Park, Visitors Center – 19005 Highway 1
2. Fort Ross School – 30600 Seaview Rd.
3. Ratna Ling Retreat Center – 35750 Hauser Bridge Rd.
Should the Incident Command team determine a shelter is needed, it would likely not be
activated for at least 24 hours after the disaster.
Our basic shelters will be opened and operated by trained volunteers as the needs require, and if
it is safe to do so. There is no assurance that they will be ‘open for business’ following an event.
If your home can’t be occupied, you may be more comfortable camping in a tent on your property
or at a campground, or staying with a neighbor.

Telephone Alert
The Fire Protection District is planning to utilize an automated telephone dialing system, similar
to reverse 9-1-1, to communicate with residents about imminent potential threats or dangerous
conditions. The system will be programmed to call every land line telephone in a specific
neighborhood most impacted, or even to our entire District, with a real time message warning of
a potential tsunami, an approaching wildland fire, etc. If you hear fire engine sirens and smell
smoke, please limit your phone use so you can answer and receive any recorded warning
message, evacuation advisory, etc. The system will leave a message on your voicemail box if no
one answers, and will redial numbers which answer with a busy signal. A test of the system in
being planned.
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Appendix - 1
Amateur Radio — Emergency Communication
Amateur Radio received favorable press following the recent Hurricane Katrina disaster, as it has
following many of the emergencies in recent times. When modern communications technologies become
overloaded, or fail, Amateur Radio Operators are often able to provide a basic level of emergency
communication which can save lives and mitigate distress.
The Federal Communications Commission issues amateur radio operators licenses through a structured
testing program that includes radio technology, regulations, and operating procedures. Morse Code is no
longer a requirement for any class of amateur radio license. Many of our local Amateur Radio Operators
volunteer their skills, and equipment to contribute emergency communications support to public service
events, assistance organizations and local government.
In all communication the basic requirement is for a mechanism for one party to communicate with
another one. We are relatively isolated here on the Coast ... the key question is who would we need to
communicate with? The answer is that we would want to convey information about our condition, the
impact of the disaster on us, what resources we have, what resources we need, and if we have people who
require immediate medical attention, or evacuation, to those in a position to dispatch that support. In our
case, we would want to convey messages from our local Fire Department, Sheriff or Park Ranger to the
Sonoma County Emergency Operations Center which will coordinate organized assistance in time of
disaster. By preparing, organizing and training beforehand, amateur radio operators can be ready to
communicate with those outside our immediate area.
In Sonoma County, amateur radio emergency communication is organized by the Auxiliary
Communication Service (ACS) under the Sonoma County Department of Emergency Services. The ACS
organizes the county into Units: North County, Central County, South County, Russian River, Sonoma
Valley and Coast. We are in the Coast Unit. The Coast Unit has a Unit Leader who is supported by
several Assistant Unit Leaders and a team of trained operators. A series of weekly training events and
periodic drills assures us that our operators and equipment could get the needed messages through to the
County EOC even when the phones are down and the power is out.
Amateur Radio Operators wishing to participate in ACS and volunteer for emergency communications
roles are required to register with the County as Disaster Service Workers, to receive training, and to
regularly participate in practice ‘nets’ and drills, so that their skills and equipment will be available to
our community and the county at large when the need occurs.
There are about 10 active licensed operators in our community of which several are registered with
Sonoma County ACS. In the Coast Unit, which extends from Fort Ross north to the Gualala River, we
have approximately 30 Registered Operators. The Coast Unit cooperates closely with operators in Southwestern Mendocino County.
For more information about becoming licensed or participating in ACS, please contact:

Unit Leaders:

Fred Leif, W6WTI, at 847-3134, or
Bob Dickson, WA6M, at 847-3641
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Appendix - 2
Generators
Here in the Timber Cove area, we are no strangers to power outages lasting from a few minutes
to days. Major earthquakes and winter storms will likely result in extended outages. The
following discussion was developed to help those unfamiliar with Electric Generators, for the
rest of us, it may just be a review.

General Considerations

DO NOT connect a generator to a building's electrical system unless an
isolation / transfer switch has been installed by a licensed electrician.

Gasoline powered devices create exhaust gases that are hazardous. Do not run a generator in a
confined space where carbon monoxide can build up and present life threatening risks to
occupants.
Generators are designed to give safe and dependable service if operated according to the
instructions. Read and understand the owner's manual before operating a generator. Accidents
can be prevented by being familiar with the generator's controls and by observing safe operating
procedures.

Carbon Monoxide Hazards
!

Exhaust contains poisonous carbon monoxide, a colorless and odorless gas.
Breathing exhaust can cause loss of consciousness and may lead to death.

!

To keep exhaust gas from building up, provide adequate ventilation.

Electric Shock Hazards
!

The generator produces enough electric power to cause a serious shock or
electrocution if misused.

!

Using a generator or electrical appliance in wet conditions, such as rain or snow,
near a pool or sprinkler system, or when hands are wet, could result in
electrocution. Keep the generator dry.

!

If the generator is stored outdoors, unprotected from the weather, check all
electrical components on the control panel before each use. Moisture can cause a
malfunction or short circuit in electrical components that could result in
electrocution.
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Fuel Safety
Storing enough gasoline to run a generator for several hours, let alone days, requires planning.
Gasoline is a dangerous material to store in the home or neighborhood. Storage of a highly
combustible, potentially explosive, material within a residence or garage is not something to be
taken lightly. Maintain fuel in a manner compliant with local fire code. Keeping the cans in a
well ventilated space, away from sources of ignition such as pilot lights (furnace or water heater)
is essential.
Refueling an operating generator raises specific concerns related to exposing gasoline liquid and
vapors to a hot engine. Extreme care is necessary to prevent flash fires and personal injury.
Follow the manufacturer's instructions explicitly. Wait for the engine to cool before refueling.

Energizing Electrical Equipment
The simplest way to use the electricity produced by a small generator is to connect it directly to
the desired appliance through an extension cord. Make sure that the extension cord is rated for
the current required by the appliance(s) on the line, and that appropriate fuses are in place. Be
careful to place the generator, extension cords, and all connections in such a way that you and
your neighbors are not endangered if there is a rain or heavy dew which could cause unsafe
conditions.
DO NOT apply the generator's output directly to house wiring without a properly
installed and operated transfer switch! Doing so endangers the safety of the crews trying to
restore electrical power. The utility company has assured them that the segment on which they
are working is 'off line'; putting the generator's power into that circuit energizes it and can
produce life threatening danger to the utility workers

Possible Alternatives
Cars have a 12 volt DC battery that should not be ignored when it comes to providing modest
amounts of electricity. Converter units that plug into the cigarette lighter or utility outlet are
available that produce 110 volts AC, sufficient to run small appliances such as radios, computers,
televisions, etc.
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Appendix - 3
Local Resources
CALLING FOR HELP
In an Emergency, call 911 from a land-line phone.
Sonoma County Sheriff/Fire/Medical
(use this # with a cell phone)

707-565-2121

California Highway Patrol Santa Rosa - 707-588-1400
TIMBER COVE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT

847-3299 (not for emergency use)

CALTRANS
Highway Conditions
Maintenance Station - Fort Ross
21265 Coast Highway 1

800-427-7623
847-3239

FORT ROSS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

847-3390

PARKS
Fort Ross - State Park
19005 Coast Highway 1
Salt Point State Park
Stillwater Cove Regional Park

847-3286
847-3221
847-3245

TELEPHONE AND POWER
Verizon (residential repair reporting)

800-483-1000

PG&E Outage lines

800-743-5000 (emergency reporting)
800-743-5002 (status of outage)

OTHERS
Earthquake News
- UC Berkeley Seismology Lab
Fish & Game
Ocean & Weather Conditions
Poison Control Hotline
Ratna Ling Retreat Center
Redwood Coast Medical Services RCMS
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510-642-2160
944-5500
847-3222
800-876-4766
847-3399
884-4005

Getting Local Information by Radio
In the Timber Cove area we don’t have locally staffed, real-time, commercial radio stations, so to
find out local information we need to consider other resources.
A scanner (like those available at Radio Shack®) can allow you to monitor our Sonoma County
Medical and Fire Dispatch Center (REDCOM). A scanner can also be used to monitor our local
amateur radio operators as they conduct emergency communications to support our community
and those around us. Scanners are usually battery powered devices, make sure you have extra
batteries. Here are some useful frequencies if you choose to purchase a scanner:
Emergency Agencies
Sonoma County REDCOM Dispatch

154.310 MHz

This channel can be received via computer at:
http://www.radioreference.com/apps/audio/?ctid=231
Amateur Radio Channels
Local VHF:
The Sea Ranch Repeater
Gualala Repeater
Meyers Grade Repeater
Sonoma County ACS Repeater

147.945 MHz
147.825 MHz
147.975 MHz
146.730 MHz

High Frequency Radio
If you have a short wave radio which can tune a single sideband signal:
Daylight Hours
Evening/Night Hours

7245 +/- KHz LSB
3925 +/- KHz LSB or 1960 +/- KHz LSB

Other Useful Radio Frequencies
NOAA (Weather - ALERT)

162.400 MHz or 162.550 MH

MURS (Multiple Use Radio Service) Channels
(TCHA Security uses MURS # 1):
1 = 151.820 MHz;
4 = 154.570 MHz

2 = 151.880 MHz
5 = 154.600 MHz

3 = 151.940 MHz

Neighborhood organizations can help collect and disseminate local information. The Timber
Cove Volunteer Fire Department station is planned to have an amateur radio operator at the Fire
Station in a significant disaster, but this will be one of your neighbors, so response time won’t be
immediate.
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Appendix - 4
Neighborhood Communication - FRS or other Radios
CERT Teams and neighborhood networks or “pods” may be communicating among themselves using
Family Radio System (FRS) radios. These are small ‘walkie talkie’ type radios that do not require a
license, but are capable of communicating over ½ to 2 miles depending on terrain, structures, and
vegetation. They may also be helpful among neighbors, or family members, or while driving in a convoy.
FRS radios are commonly available (Costco, Radio Shack, many hardware/electronics/sports stores, etc.).
They offer up to 14 FRS channels, plus the ability to have a ‘private tone or squelch’ so you wouldn’t
have to hear everything that is going on. (Some have General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) channels
as well, offering a little higher power and possibly greater coverage, but requires an FCC license:
basically an application and a licensing fee.)
Features to look for :
Uses AA Batteries (AA’s are commonly available, keep plenty of spares.)
Radios with rechargeable batteries can be kept in a drop-in charger to keep them ready.
Radios that offer all 14 FRS Channels, and squelch tones.
Radio Protocols:
Pre-Set Radios to the same Channel (- set private tone to ‘0') (test them)
If everyone tries to talk at once, pandemonium will result.
Who are you? - Decide what to call yourself: perhaps your name, a function or place would work well.
PRESS to talk, pause, THEN speak naturally across the microphone area on the radio (don’t yell).
Make contact first - Mary this is Bob, do you copy? (Who you’re calling, then ‘you’). Release switch.
Respond - Bob, this is Mary, I copy you loud and clear, over.
Bob follows up with his message, & turns it over to Mary, ending his transmission with ‘over’. When
you’re done and won’t be saying anything else, end your last transmission with ‘clear’.
How to report signal quality?
Loud and Clear – pretty obvious: clear voice, easy to understand, no background noise
Readable – may have some background noise but is very useable communication
Poor Copy – very noisy, only copy enough words to ‘get gist’ this is marginal communication
Cannot Copy or No Copy – too few words, too much noise, to be understood.
What to do if the signal is noisy or unreadable or if you receive a poor signal report?
Move closer to the other station
Try moving your position a little bit ... even 10 feet may make a big difference
Try different locations
If you’re in a building, go outside
Go to a higher place
Replace batteries if ‘low battery’ indicator is on.
If there are 3 or more of you on a channel - how to take turns?
- Be clear who you are turning it over to before you say ‘over’.
- Pause a second or two before responding – just in case someone else has an emergency.
- If you have an emergency and wish to interrupt the group, wait for a pause and say “BREAK”
Then wait for someone to invite you to identify yourself and to describe your emergency.
- Periodically ask if anyone has emergency messages or wishes to join you.
This is all good practice for when you earn your amateur radio license !
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FRS Radio Channels
- you can enter these in your scanner, too:
Channel

Frequency (MHz)

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

462.5625
462.5875
462.6125
462.6375
462.6625
462.6875
462.7125
467.5625
467.5875
467.6125
467.6375
467.6625
467.6875
467.7125

Shared with GMRS.
Shared with GMRS.
Shared with GMRS.
Shared with GMRS
Shared with GMRS.
Shared with GMRS.
Shared with GMRS.
FRS use only
FRS use only
FRS use only
FRS use only
FRS use only
FRS use only
FRS use only

Appendix 5
Web Resources
Sonoma County Chapter Red Cross

www.sonomacounty.redcross.org/

US Dept. Of Homeland Security

www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/

US Geologic Survey

www.usgs.gov

California Office of Emergency Services

www.ca.oes.gov

Association of Bay Area Governments

www.abag.org

Sonoma County Dept. Of Emergency. Services

http://www.sonoma-county.org/des/

Sonoma County PMRD - Public Safety element:
http://www.sonoma-county.org/prmd/docs/gp/98gp-07.htm
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Appendix 6
TCFPD MAP – Showing possible community shelter locations
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Appendix 7 – Water Treatment
WATER is one of the most important survival necessities after an earthquake or other major
disaster. Allow ONE GALLON PER PERSON per day. Pets need one ounce per animal
pound per day, and more if they eat dry food.
Water should be stored in sturdy plastic bottles, preferably opaque ones. Chlorine bleach bottles
will work if well rinsed.
Existing Water sources in the home:
•

Water drained from the hot water heater may be used provided the hot water
heater remains upright. (Water will drain easier if a faucet in the home is turned
on or the pressure relief valve is opened.)
Water dipped from the flush tank of the toilet. Purify this water before using it.
Use the bowl water for pets. (Do not use ‘blue’ water.)
Melted ice cubes.
Canned fruit or vegetable juice and the liquids from other canned goods.
Water from swimming pools or hot tubs should be used only after other sources
are exhausted, or for cleaning or flushing toilets.

•
•
•
•

Purification
Strain out any sediment or particles from the water by pouring it through several layers of
cheesecloth or coffee filters. Then use one of the following methods:
•
•

Boil for 5 minutes
Add liquid bleach with 5.25% sodium hypochlorite (Chlorine bleach - avoid the
lemon scented ones) in these amounts:

Amount of Water

Amount of Chlorine Bleach
if water is cloudy

Amount of Chlorine Bleach
if water is clear

1 Quart

4 Drops

2 Drops

1 Gallon

16 Drops

8 Drops

5 Gallons

1 Teaspoon

½ Teaspoon

Let water stand for 30 minutes. There should be a chlorine scent after treating. If not, repeat
treatment and let stand for another 15 minutes.
U

Purchase an eyedropper to add bleach to water. Put it in your first aid kit
and use it for this purpose only.

Water purification tablets have a short shelf life.
Water filter-pumps, such as those designed for back packing may be used, but they are more
expensive than bleach.
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Appendix 8
Stress and Mental Health
Experiencing a disaster often triggers an emotional response for most people. This is normal. In
some situations the effect can be quite devastating. Therefore, knowing what to expect and
knowing how to take care of yourself physically and psychologically during and immediately
after a disaster is very important - especially to ensure that you'll be there for your family and
neighbors. This is true for our primary responders, professional and volunteers, as well as for
those of us who simply experience it as residents. Some prior preparedness for these aspects is
as important as it is to have food, water and first aid supplies in our preparedness kit.
Here in Timber Cove we may not be able to ‘go home’ after a disaster - it depends of course on
the type of disaster. Some situations may require evacuation, other scenarios might result in
mass causalities and require extensive care for the injured, etc., until outside help arrives. Our
homes may not be habitable. There are many other variables to consider but, given the chaos and
confusion that typically follows an event, this is to be expected - it is the usual dynamic and the
ongoing nature of a disaster.
The emotional aspect of all this can be quite devastating. Our ability to recognize and deal with it
needs to be part of our preparedness effort. Recovery after a disaster starts by taking care of
ourselves so we can then be better able to help our families and our neighbors.
The following is a sampling of the feelings that you may experience:
Increased Heart rate
Trouble catching your breath
Nausea, diarrhea
Chest pains (have checked !)

Muffled Hearing
Weakness or numbness
Sweating or chills
Headache

You may feel that you are having memory problems or feel disoriented. You may feel confused
or have difficulty solving problems. At the same time you may feel ‘high’ or invulnerable. Or
you may feel anxiety, anger, blame, sadness, grief or guilt. You may feel that it’s hard to express
yourself, that you have decreased effectiveness. You may experience outbursts of anger, or feel
argumentative. You may seek to withdraw from others.
These are just some of the things that you may feel. It is just as normal not to have these
reactions. It is important that you take the time to exercise, rest, and talk with others. Structure
your time so you feel you are in control. Don’t complicate your reactions by doing drugs or
drinking alcohol. Help your family and neighbors by sharing your feelings and check out how
they are doing. Realize that others may not react as you would normally expect them to. Try not
to make major life decisions, but do try to make daily ones to provide you with a sense of control
and normalcy.
If there are children, teens and seniors in your household, be aware that they may require extra
time and patience to help them during the reaction and recovery process. Different age ranges
need different kinds of support. Younger children need the opportunity to express their fears and
feelings, try to be supportive.
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Recognizing these special mental health needs is important. Here are some additional resources:
A Guide for Emergency and Disaster Response Workers. Download from:
http://mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/cmhs/managinganxiety/tips.asp#emergency
Tips for Talking to Children After a Disaster - A Guide for Parents and teachers.
Download from:
http://mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/cmhs/managinganxiety/tips.asp
How Families can Help Children Cope with Fear and Anxiety. Download from:
http://mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/cmhs/managinganxiety/tips.asp
Disaster Counseling:
http://www.mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/publications/allpubs/KEN-01-0096/default.asp
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Appendix 9
Evacuation Checklists
5 Minute FIRE Evacuation List
Items to Immediately Collect:
“Go Bag” (prepacked)
ID and Money
FRS Radios with batteries
Cell Phone with Charger
Computer Back Up
Pets with carriers and Pet “Go Bag”
Irreplaceable items.
If there’s Time:
Close all windows and doors
Open Blinds and Curtains*
Move furniture into center of rooms
Move deck furniture away from house
Turn lights on*
Turn propane off
Leave note on door advising you evacuated and list who is with you (family & pets)
Pre-Evacuation Organization Suggestions
List items by room and location
Split to do list among family members
List items in order of importance to you.
ALL ITEMS SHOULD BE PREPARED & READY TO GO !

* This list was developed by a group in Topanga Canyon for wildfire evacuation. For an
Earthquake evacuation, close blinds and curtains and turn off the electricity to reduce fire danger.
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30 Minute FIRE Evacuation List
Valuables
Emergency “Go Bags” (pre-packed)
Cell phone, FRS and ham radios & their chargers
ID & Money
Computer back-up / laptop
Important documents, family photos, irreplaceable items.
Pets
Cat in carrier / dog in car w/ collar & leash and their emergency “Go Bags”.
To Do
Pack fire clothes (cotton clothes, leather gloves, goggles, solid shoes, breathing mask,
head covering, headlamp)
Close all windows and interior and exterior doors
Open all curtains and blinds*
Move furniture away from windows
Move deck items (including welcome mats) away from house
Turn on all house lights*
Place extension ladders in front of house
Turn off propane tank.
Leave note on door advising you evacuated and list who is with you (family & pets)
Evacuate “Buddy” Neighbors’ kids and animals.
Follow Evacuation Instructions from Authorities.
Where are your Family Meeting Places ??

* This list was developed by a group in Topanga Canyon for wildfire evacuation. For an
Earthquake evacuation close blinds and Curtains and turn off the electricity to reduce fire danger.
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1-2 Hour FIRE Evacuation
Collect Phone #s you need to make for Family, Neighbors, Friends.
Parent / child
Neighbor
Other
Valuables
Emergency “go bags”
Cell phone, FRS and ham radios & their chargers
ID and Money
Computer backup / laptop
Important documents, family photos, irreplaceable items
Pictures and Art on walls.
Pets
Cat in carrier / dog in car w/ collar & leash and their “go bags”.
To Do
Pack fire clothes (cotton clothes, leather gloves, goggles, solid shoes, breathing mask,
head covering, headlamp)
Close all windows and interior and exterior doors
Open all curtains and blinds
Move furniture away from windows
Move deck items (including welcome mats) away from house
Turn on all house lights*
Open fireplace dampers and close fire screens.
Turn the a/c or heat off
Place extension ladders in front of house
Check that all hoses are connected with gun-type nozzles
Foam or gel house, trees, wooden decks, exposed eaves, etc
Turn off propane tank.
Place signage directing firefighters to any water sources on property (pool, spa, storage
tanks)
Leave note on door advising you evacuated and list who is with you (family & pets)
Evacuate “Buddy” Neighbors’ kids and animals.
Follow Evacuation Instructions from Authorities.
Where are your Family Meeting Places ??

* This list was developed by a group in Topanga Canyon for wildfire evacuation. For an
Earthquake evacuation, close blinds and curtains and turn off the electricity to reduce fire danger.
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